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Abstract 
Foliar fungal endophytes are a globally ubiquitous group of fungi that form species rich 
communities within plant host leaves. While uncertainty exists about the exact mechanisms 
determining fungal endophyte community assembly, communities have been shown to be 
structured by their host species as well as local environmental conditions. However, our 
understanding of the interaction between host specialization and local environmental 
conditions is limited, especially at broader spatial scales within the same host species. The aim 
of this dissertation was to address this knowledge gap, through the examination of fungal 
endophyte communities at the regional and landscape scale within the Hawaiian archipelago. 
Specific objectives were to determine whether (1) host selection or island is a stronger 
determinate of community structure at the regional scale, (2) habitat filtering or host selection is 
a stronger determinate of community structure at the landscape scale by communities within 
the same hosts across an elevation gradient on the island of Hawai`i, and (3) whether fungal 
endophytes follow similar distribution patterns as their plant hosts at the landscape scale.  
Examination of fungal endophyte communities across the Hawaiian Archipelago 
revealed that communities are structured by both island and host, but more strongly by island. 
At the landscape scale, fungal endophyte communities were significantly structured by host 
species, with little to no environmental effect. Similar to other microbial studies, fungal 
endophyte species did not display similar patterns as larger organismal groups, and were 
largely random in their distribution, indicating that fungal endophytes and their hosts’ 
distributions are regulated by different factors. Collectively, these studies indicate that fungal 
endophyte community structure is scale dependent. At regional spatial scales, in this case the 
Hawaiian archipelago, geographic location is a stronger determinate of community structure 
than host species, signifying the importance of local ecological conditions, such as local 
environmental conditions, dispersal limitations, and evolutionary history. Conversely, at 
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landscape scales, such as the elevation gradient examined, host was observed to be a 
stronger determinant of community structure than geographic location.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Foliar fungal endophytes 
Foliar fungal endophytes are arguably one of the most ubiquitous symbiotic 
relationships between fungi and plants, occurring in every examined plant lineage (Arnold and 
Engelbrecht, 2007a). By definition these fungi are not pathogenic (Arnold et al., 2003; 
Rodriguez et al., 2009) and have been shown to play important roles in plant biochemistry 
(reviewed: Arnold, 2007), water conductance (Arnold and Engelbrecht, 2007a), and heat and 
drought tolerance (Kannadan and Rudgers, 2008). Endophyte global diversity is estimated to 
comprise of greater than one million species, but less than 1% have been described. In dicot 
plant hosts, foliar endophytes are “hyperdiverse” containing communities of hundreds of 
species of fungi coexisting within the leaves of a single host (Arnold et al., 2000; Arnold and 
Lutzoni, 2007). Unlike the endophytes associated with monocot plants, endophytes associated 
with dicots are horizontally acquired and not inherited from the parent plant (Arnold, 2007). 
Additionally, knowledge is lacking on how endophytes associated with dicots are distributed 
across varying landscapes.  
It is likely that the intimate associations between hosts and foliar endophytes and the 
variation in environmental factors contribute to the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes. 
Indeed, both host and environment have been shown to correlate with foliar endophyte 
community composition, but the importance of each largely understudied at varying spatial 
scales. Additionally, foliar endophyte community composition correlates with environmental 
factors such as elevation and precipitation (Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012), and temperature 
(Coince et al., 2014). Since both environment and host affect community composition of foliar 
fungal endophytes, their distributions across space are likely susceptible to both stochastic 
and deterministic filters.  
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1.2 Hawaiʻi as a model system 
Archipelagos provide an opportune setting in which to examine species distributions 
and can provide insight into ecological and evolutionary dynamics determining how species 
are distributed across space (Martiny et al., 2006). The extreme geographic isolation of the 
Hawaiian Archipelago has led to a highly endemic flora, where some species encompass 
remarkably wide niches and elevational distributions (Wagner, 1999), allowing for the 
examination of how host identity and distance simultaneously impact communities of 
symbionts. Additionally, the Hawaiian Archipelago contains dramatic elevation gradients that 
facilitate the study of elevation effects on species distributions while minimizing the effects of 
distance (Raich et al., 1997). For example, Mauna Loa is a shield volcano located on Hawaiʻi 
Island, which is the largest and youngest of the Hawaiian Islands. Mauna Loa ranges in 
elevation from sea level up to approximately 4200 m above sea level in a relatively short 
distance. Also, Metrosideros polymorpha, an endemic tree species, can be found near sea 
level all the way up to 2500 m along the eastern slope of Mauna Loa (Vitousek et al., 1988). Co-
occurring with M. polymorpha, there are other native woody plants that span large portions of 
the slope as well.  
1.3 Research outline 
In this dissertation, I used the Hawaiian Archipelago, the unique native flora, and the 
foliar fungal endophytes associated with native Hawaiian flora to examine the distribution 
patterns of foliar fungal endophytes. In Chapter 2, I investigate whether host selection or island 
is a stronger determinate of community structure at the regional scale (across the Hawaiian 
Archipelago). I use the unique native flora of Hawaiʻi to examine the importance of hosts and 
islands in determining endophyte community structure, the effects of distance on endophyte 
community structure, and the taxonomic and functional classification of fungi that are 
indicative of specific islands and hosts. I hypothesize that: 1) islands will be stronger 
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determinates than hosts of foliar fungal endophyte community structure at regional scales due 
to the limited distribution of endophytes, 2) isolation by distance will affect community 
structure of foliar fungal endophytes across the Hawaiian Archipelago, and 3) both islands and 
hosts will have indicator OTUs associated with them, meaning fungal species with restricted 
distributions within an island or host. 
In Chapter 3, I investigate whether habitat filtering or host selection is a stronger 
determinate of community structure at the landscape scale when communities within the same 
hosts across an elevation gradient on the island of Hawaiʻi. I used the unique characteristics of 
the Hawaiian flora and the dramatic environmental gradients of Mauna Loa to isolate 
environment from both plant community and distance effects in order to test how environment 
impacts endophyte richness, community diversity, community similarity, host preference, and 
geographic distance. I hypothesize that 1) elevational gradients will affect fungal foliar 
endophytes community composition and richness and 2) host will play an important role within 
and among sites in shaping differences of fungal communities because different hosts provide 
different physiological environments for their symbiotic partners.  
In Chapter 4, I investigate whether fungal endophytes follow similar distribution patterns 
as their plant hosts. I use the unique characteristics of the native Hawaiian flora and the 
dramatic elevation gradient of Mauna Loa to test Rapoport’s Rule of elevational range 
distributions, spatial autocorrelation, and abundance-occupancy trends of individual foliar 
fungal endophytes along an elevation gradient. I hypothesize 1) that samples at higher 
elevations will contain species whose distributions, on average, span greater elevational 
ranges, 2) that fungal endophytes will be spatially autocorrelated, and 3) fungal endophytes will 
follow the abundance-occupancy trend. I will also examine fungi that demonstrate greater or 
less occupancy than local abundance would predict to glean insight into taxonomic and 
functional correlates with distribution patterns.  
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Chapter 2  Distribution of foliar fungal endophyte communities is driven by 
location at regional scales 
2.1 Background 
Scientists have postulated, historically, that microbes have unlimited dispersal 
capabilities, and that species distributions are determined solely by local environmental 
conditions (Baas-Becking hypothesis). However, multiple studies point to dispersal limitation in 
microbes. For example, the distribution of ectomycorrhizal fungi on tree-islands is limited by 
their ability to disperse across uninhabitable grasslands, reducing immigration rates to distant 
islands (Peay et al., 2012, 2010). Additionally, microbes associated with the built-environment 
have limited distributions among sampling location at small scales (< 500 m) despite the fact 
that communities were structured by outdoor environment ((Adams et al., 2013). Foliar fungal 
endophytes are an important plant symbiont, but our understanding of their distribution 
patterns is limited.  
It is likely that the intimate associations between hosts and foliar endophytes and the 
variation in environmental factors contribute to the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes 
across the Hawaiian Archipelago. Indeed, both host and environment have been shown to 
correlate with foliar endophyte community composition, but the importance of each at broad 
regional scales in largely understudied. Additionally, foliar endophyte community composition 
correlates with environmental factors such as elevation and precipitation (Zimmerman and 
Vitousek, 2012), and temperature (Coince et al., 2014). At small spatial scales within Hawaii 
Islands there is no evidence of dispersal limitation, and host identity is the strongest driver of 
community composition (Cobian, Chapter 2). I sought to test the dispersal limitation of foliar 
endophytes at larger spatial scales and across ocean channels which presumably inhibit 
dispersal.  
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Archipelagos provide an opportune setting in which to examine species distributions 
and can provide insight into ecological and evolutionary dynamics determining how species 
are distributed across space (Martiny et al., 2006). The Hawaiian Archipelago is especially 
opportune as the native flora is host to a large number of endemic species, and many species 
can be found across all islands (Wagner, 1999), allowing for the examination of how host 
identity and distance simultaneously impact communities of symbionts. In this study, I use the 
unique native flora of Hawaiʻi to examine the importance of hosts and islands in determining 
endophyte community structure, the effects of distance on endophyte community structure, 
and the taxonomic and functional classification of fungi that are indicative of specific islands 
and hosts. I hypothesize that: 1) island will be a stronger determinate than host of foliar fungal 
endophyte community structure at the regional scale (across the archipelago) due to the 
limited distribution of endophytes, 2) Dispersal limitation will affect community structure of 
foliar fungal endophytes across the Hawaiian Archipelago, and 3) both islands and hosts will 
have indicator OTUs associated with them, meaning fungal species with restricted distributions 
within an island or host.  
 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Sites/Fieldwork 
To investigate the effects of both island and host on foliar fungal endophytes, I sampled 
10 sites on five different islands, where three hosts co-occur across the Hawaiian Archipelago 
Figure 2.1; Table 2.1). Sites were chosen based on the co-occurrence of target host plants: 
Metorsideros polymorpha, Leptecophylla tameiameiae and plants in the genus Cheirodendron 
(within which species are either phylogenetically unresolved or difficult to identify in the field). 
Only seemingly healthy, mature, naturally recruited individuals were selected. Leaves were 
collected such that when combined, they covered a surface area roughly equivalent to two 
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adult-sized hands. The location of each plant was recorded with a GPS and plants were 
positively identified in the field and/or vouchered for subsequent identification (vouchers 
deposited at Joseph F. Rock Herbarium at the University of Hawaiʻi, Mānoa; HAW). Leaves 
were refrigerated until subsequent processing (within 72 hours of collection). 
 
2.2.2 Molecular analysis 
2.2.2.1 Surface sterilization  
To eliminate fungi that may have been present on leaf surfaces, I surface sterilized all 
leaves prior to DNA extraction. To do this, I first collected forty leaf ‘disks’ per individual host 
by hole punching leaves using a surface sterilized standard paper single hole punch 
(approximately 0.5 cm diameter). I then placed leaf disks into loose-leaf tea bags and stapled 
them shut. Next, I surface sterilized the disk packets by rinsing the loose-leaf tea bags with 1% 
NaClO for 2 mins, then 70% EtOH for 2 mins, followed by two rinses with sterile water for 2 
mins each (adapted from: (Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012).  
 
2.2.2.2 DNA Isolation  
For DNA extraction, ten leaf disks were placed in MP Biomedical Lysing Matrix A tubes 
(MP Biomedical, Santa Ana, CA, USA) containing DNA isolation solutions from the MoBio 
PowerPlant® Pro DNA Isolation kit (Solution PD1, Solution PD2, Phenolic Separation Solution, 
and RNase A Solution; MO Bio, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Leaf disks were homogenized using a 
Mini-Beadbeater 24 (BioSpecs Inc. OK) at 3,000 oscillations per min for 2 mins. Genomic DNA 
was isolated using a modified MoBio PowerPlant® Pro DNA kit using the manufacturers 
protocol (centrifuged beaten tubes at 13,000 xg for 2 mins).  
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2.2.2.3 Amplification and Illumina Library Prep  
The ITS1 region of the rDNA was amplified using fungal specific primers ITS1f and ITS2, 
combined with Illumina adaptors and Golay barcodes (Smith and Peay, 2014). Polymerase 
chain reactions (PCR) were carried out using the KAPA3G Plant PCR kit (KAPA Biosystems, 
Wilmington, MA, USA). All PCR products were purified and normalized using the just-a-plate 
96 PCR Purification and Normalization Kit (Charm Biotech, San Diego, California, USA). 
Normalized PCR products were then pooled and concentrated using a streptavidin magnetic 
bead solution. Pooled and concentrated products were then sequenced at the Hawaiʻi Institute 
of Marine Biology’s Genetics Core Facility (HIMB GCF, Kaneohe, HI, USA) using the 2 x 300 
paired-end sequencing protocol on an Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform (Illumina Inc., Dan 
Diego, CA, USA). 
 
2.2.3 Bioinformatics 
Analysis of sequencing reads was conducted using the open-source software 
‘quantitative insights into microbial ecology’ (QIIME; (Caporaso et al., 2010). Sequences were 
first demultiplexed to be identified to their respective samples using the ‘split libraries’ step. 
Even though paired-end sequencing was conducted, I observed low quality sequencing reads 
on our reverse sequences, forcing us to use only the forward reads for downstream analysis 
(see Nguyen et al., 2015).  Reads were quality filtered using the VSEARCH algorithm (Rognes 
et al., 2016) implemented in QIIME to discard reads with an average quality score below 25. 
Next the ITSx program (Bengtsson-Palme et al., 2013) was used to extract the ITS1 region 
from quality-filtered reads.  
Quality filtered reads were then assembled into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) 
using the UNOISE3 algorithm (Edgar, 2016). Sequences were first de-replicated at 100% 
similarity using the VSEARCH algorithm (Rognes et al., 2016), then zOTU (zero-radius 
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Operational Taxonomic Units) centroid sequences were picked and chimeric sequences were 
removed. Then, all sequences were mapped onto zOTU seeds to create a zOTU table using 
VSEARCH. Unlike de novo OTUs clustered at arbitrary identity cutoffs like 0.97 or 0.95, zOTUs 
are exact sequence variants (ESVs), which are better able to detect novel diversity while 
simultaneously filtering out artificial diversity caused by sequencing and PCR error (Callahan et 
al., 2017). Taxonomy was assigned to each zOTU using the UNITE v7 database (Kõljalg et al., 
2013) and QIIME’s assign_taxonomy.py script (Caporaso et al., 2010) with the BLAST method ; 
Altschul et al., 1990). 
 
2.2.4 Statistical Analyses 
2.2.4.1 Host and island specialization and selectivity 
To determine the importance of island and plant-hosts in structuring foliar fungal 
endophyte communities I aggregated OTU tables into island networks. zOTUs were first 
aggregated by plant host and island. Next, to determine network specialization H2’ (Blüthgen 
et al., 2006) was calculated using the H2fun function in the bipartite package in R (Dormann et 
al., 2008). To determine host selectivity of fungal endophyte communities, the d’ (d-prime) 
index (Blüthgen et al., 2006) was calculated using the dfun function in the bipartite package in 
R. Both indices range from 0 to 1. Where a value of 0 indicates complete generalization and a 
value of 1 indicates complete specialization. Both indices take into account the interaction 
frequencies and are standardized to account for heterogeneity in the interaction strength and 
taxon richness. Observed H2’ and d’ values were compared to a null distribution of both 
indices with 1000 permutations. 
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2.2.4.2 Community composition 
Effect of island vs host on community composition: To visualize how island and hosts 
structure foliar endophyte communities across the archipelago, the vegdist function was used 
from the vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2017) to calculate Bray Curtis dissimilarity distance 
matrix from our log transformed zOTU abundances and plotted NMDS plots. Bray Curtis 
dissimilarities range from 0.0, indicating identical communities, to 1.0, indicating completely 
different communities. To determine the extent to which plant-host and islands predict 
community composition, a PERMANOVA was carried out using the adonis function in vegan. 
Effect of distance on community composition: A Mantel test was used to investigate the 
effect of distance on community composition across the archipelago. The vegdist function 
from the vegan package was used to calculate a spatial distance matrix and a Bray Curtis 
dissimilarity distance matrix. The dissimilarity values were compared between pairwise 
samples across the archipelago using the mantel function in vegan with 1,000 permutations. 
 
2.2.4.3 Species indicator analysis 
To determine whether foliar fungal endophyte taxa are significantly associated with 
specific islands or hosts species indicator analysis was conducted. Indicator analyses were 
carried out on zOTUs using the function multipatt from the R package indicspecies (Cáceres 
and Legendre, 2009) with 1000 permutations. The function assesses the strength and 
statistical significance of the relationship between species abundances and groups of sites 
(islands and species-island). Two different components are returned from the statistical test: 1) 
specificity value of the zOTU as indicator of a site group, indicated as ‘A’ and 2) sensitivity of 
the zOTU as indicator of the target site group, indicated as ‘B’. Component A indicates the 
probability that the zOTU belongs to the target site; therefore, a value of 1.0 indicates that the 
zOTU only occurs at the target site group. Component B indicates the probability of finding a 
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particular zOTU at the site group; therefore, a value of 1.0 indicates that the zOTU is found at 
all site groups. For example, if zOTU1 was indicated for M. polymorpha with an A-value of 1.00 
and a B-value of 0.82, this would indicate that zOTU1 only occurs with M. polymorpha but 
does not occur in all M. polymorpha samples. Also, if zOTU3 was indicated for L. tameiameiae 
with an A-value of 0.82 and a B-value of 1.00, this would indicate that zOTU3 is largely, but not 
completely, restricted to L. tameiameiae, and it occurs in all sampled L. tameiameiae. To 
explore the functional and taxonomic correlates of indicator fungal zOTUs, I used taxonomic 
assignments from our BLAST results and compared them to taxa identified on the functional 
database FunGuild program v1.1 (Nguyen et al., 2016). FunGuild uses strings in the assigned 
taxonomy to compare against a database of known ecological guilds in order to assign a 
functional guild to OTUs in OTU tables.  
 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Host and island specialization and selectivity 
Both islands and hosts displayed high specialization (Table 2.2). Island networks were 
highly specialized, and this specialization was statistically significant (Table 2.2; H2’all-islands > 
0.80; pall < 0.001) with network specialization increasing with island age. Island showed a high 
statistically significant specialization (Table 2.2; d’all-islands > 0.78; pall < 0.001), and island 
specialization decreased with island age with the exception of Hawaiʻi Island. Similarly, all plant 
hosts examined showed high host specialization (Table 2.2, p < 0.001 for all hosts d’ values). 
On all islands, M. polymorpha had the lowest specialization values. Specialization ranged from 
0.70 to 0.87, less than 0.90, but still highly significant (p<0.001). All d’ values for both 
Cheirodendron spp. and L. tameiameiae were high (d’ > 0.90).  
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2.3.2 Effect of distance on fungal community composition 
Mantel test of pairwise comparisons of Bray-Curtis community dissimilarities explained 
less than 1% of variance and was not significant (Figure 2.2; r2 = 0.003; p > 0.05). Additionally, 
Bray-Curtis values were high (Bray-CurtisMEAN = 0.97) across all pairwise distance differences. 
Mantel tests for both islands and sites were similar to those of the entire dataset (results not 
shown, p > 0.05).   
PERMANOVA results indicate that plant host was a significant contributor to endophyte 
community composition and accounted for 10% of variance (Figure 2.3a; stress = 0.09; r2 = 
0.10; p = 0.01). Additionally, islands were also significant in structuring endophyte communities 
and accounted for 17% of variance (Figure 2.3b; stress = 0.09; r2 = 0.17; p = 0.01). Endophyte 
communities from neighbor islands were more similar to each other than non-neigbor islands, 
except Kauaʻi (Figure 2.3b).  
 
2.3.3 Indicator OTUs 
Indicator species analyses concluded that there were 15 indicator OTUs on three of the 
five sampled islands and one of the three host genera (Table 2.3). Kauaʻi had one indicator 
OTU that only occurred on this island but only in 2/3 of the collections. Molokaʻi had three 
indicator OTUs two of which only occurred on that island, and all three OTUs occurred in 2/3 of 
the island samples. Maui had nine indicator OTUs with six only occurring on this island and 
three found in all island samples. Metrosideros polymorpha was the only host to have indicator 
OTUs. Of the two indicator OTUs, neither were observed to only occur within M. polymorpha 
nor were they found in all the M. polymorpha samples. Of the 15 observed indicator OTUs, 
FunGuild was unable to assign a fungal guild to 1/3 of the OTUs. Of the other 2/3 that were 
assigned a guild, six were pathogens and five were saprotrophs (Table 2.3). 
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2.4 Discussion 
In this study, plant hosts and islands had highly specialized communities associated 
with them. Additionally, both plant host and island were significant indicators of endophyte 
community composition across the Hawaiian Archipelago, but islands explained more 
variation. Despite the fact the endophytes were structured by both plant host and island, 
distance did not correlate with community dissimilarity across the archipelago. Indicator OTUs 
were observed in three of the five islands and one host. 
This study indicates that foliar fungal endophyte community composition is structured 
differently at different scales. At the landscape scale (within-island), foliar fungal endophyte 
community composition is influence by plant host to a greater extent than environment 
(Cobian, Chapter 3). In this study I broadened the scale from landscape to the archipelago 
region and saw that location is a more important determinate of foliar endophyte community 
composition. Thus, the factors affecting community composition of foliar fungal endophytes 
work at disparate scales. It is likely that dispersal limitation has a greater influence at regional 
scales as opposed to landscape scales. 
Our PERMANOVA results support the hypotheses that both host and location are 
important components in structuring foliar fungal endophyte community composition. Other 
studies suggest that foliar endophyte communities are structured via environmental factors 
such as elevation (Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012), precipitation (Giauque and Hawkes, 2013; 
Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012), and temperature (Coince et al., 2014; Zimmerman and 
Vitousek, 2012). While I did not take environmental parameters into account in this study, 
environmental parameters are typically confounded by distance. It is possible that 
environmental conditions are not the main parameters responsible for differences among 
communities. 
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Despite the historical dogma that “everything is everywhere” and the environment 
selects, fungal studies have determined that ectomycorrhizal fungi (Peay et al., 2012, 2010), 
the indoor microbiome (Adams et al., 2013), and airborne and soil fungi (Kivlin et al., 2014) are 
dispersal limited.  However, our Mantel test results did not show the typical pattern of isolation 
by distance pattern (Figure 2.3). While the Mantel correlation trend is zero, community 
dissimilarly is very high across pairwise comparisons of distance. In fact, mean Bray-Curtis 
value was almost one (Bray-CurtisMEAN = 0.97) across the entire study. While there are a number 
of processes that affect the distribution of organisms (Martiny et al., 2006), our results suggest 
that foliar fungal endophytes are extremely dispersal limited. It is expected that communities in 
close proximity will have more similar compositions while those that are further apart are 
expected to have more dissimilar compositions. This is the expected trend if dispersal 
limitation is not a major factor in the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes. However, this was 
not the observed trend in this study, and therefore, it is likely that these endophyte 
communities are dispersal limited. 
Since foliar endophytes are potentially very dispersal limited, identifying indicator fungi 
could help in identifying which symbionts to focus attention at larger scales to determine which 
fungi may not be as dispersal limited. For example, M. polymorpha had one indicator species, 
and it could potentially be used as an environmental indicator to investigate how changes in 
environment affects its relationship with M. polymorpha. Indicator fungal OTU results showed 
that there were indicator fungi for Kauaʻi, Molokaʻi, Maui, and M. polymorpha suggesting that 
these fungi are potentially important symbionts for the host and/or locations and can be used 
as environmental indicators. Additionally, since approximately 88% of the Hawaiian flora is 
thought to be endemic to Hawaiʻi (Wagner, 1999), it is likely that some endophytes associated 
with endemic plants are also endemic. While further research would be needed to test this 
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hypothesis, indicator OTU analysis can help in determining which fungi may be endemic to a 
region or host. 
  
2.5 Conclusion 
I observed that 1) the drivers of foliar fungal endophyte community structure work at 
disparate scales, 2) foliar fungal endophytes are dispersal limited, and 3) indicator OTUs may 
be the first indications of endemic fungi. Thus, spatially explicit approaches might help to 
better understand the factors that influence foliar fungal endophyte distributions. Despite the 
challenges of working with foliar fungal endophytes because of their diverse taxonomic 
makeup and their cryptic lifestyle, foliar endophytes offer great potential for advancing our 
understanding of the factors that spatially structure communities and the ecological functioning 
of aboveground ecological communities. 
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3.6  Tables and Figures 
Table 2.1: Site locations 
  Longitude  Latitude  Site  
Kaua‘i  -159.652 22.112 Ka  
O‘ahu West  -158.145 21.513 Oa_W  
O‘ahu Center  -157.996 21.625 Oa_C  
O‘ahu East  -157.774 21.337 Oa_E  
Moloka‘i  -156.921 21.112 Mo  
Maui  -156.235 20.774 Ma  
Hawai‘i North  -155.737 20.09 Ha_N  
Hawai‘i Center1  -155.335 19.673 Ha_C1  
Hawai‘i Center2  -155.376 19.658 Ha_C2  
Hawai‘i South  -155.242 19.414 Ha_S  
 
Table 2.1: Locations of our sampling sites across the Hawaiian Archipelago.  
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Table 2.2: Network, Island, and Host Specialization  
    d’  
  H2’  Island  Cheirodendron  Leptecophylla  Metrosideros  
Kauai  0.999 0.781 0.947 0.972 0.685 
Oahu  0.955 0.843 0.922 0.912 0.829 
Molokai  0.99 0.883 0.978 0.978 0.823 
Maui  0.831 0.947 0.907 0.921 0.872 
Hawaii  0.886 0.804 0.935 0.906 0.669 
 
Table 2.2: Island network specialization (H2’) for each island (pall < 0.001). Island specialization 
(d’) for each island (pall < 0.001). Host specialization (d’) for each host on each island (pall < 
0.001).  
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Table 2.3: Indicator OTUs and Guild Assignment 
  A B p-value Taxonomy Ecological Guild 
Kaui 
Zotu158 1.000 0.667 0.022 * Colletotrichum karsti Endophyte-Plant Pathogen 
Molokai 
Zotu451 1.000 0.667 0.019 * Pseudoteratosphaeria ohnowa Unassigned 
Zotu843 1.000 0.667 0.019 * Teratosphaeriaceae Unassigned 
Zotu706 0.750 0.667 0.043 * Myriangium sp. Animal Pathogen 
Maui 
Zotu437 1.000 1.000 0.001 ** Wallemia sp. Undefined Saprotroph 
Zotu418 0.999 1.000 0.001 ** Aspergillus penicillioides Undefined Saprotroph 
Zotu294 0.983 1.000 0.001 ** Cutaneotrichosporon cutaneum Unassigned 
Zotu40 1.000 0.667 0.029 * Ascomycota sp. Unassigned 
Zotu1390 1.000 0.667 0.029 * Aspergillus sp. Undefined Saprotroph 
Zotu2620 1.000 0.667 0.019 * Devriesia sp. Plant Pathogen 
Zotu3474 1.000 0.667 0.029 * Aspergillus caesiellus Undefined Saprotroph 
Zotu3848 1.000 0.667 0.029 * Fusarium keratoplasticum 
Plant Pathogen-Soil 
Saprotroph-Wood 
Saprotroph 
Zotu442 0.997 0.667 0.005 ** unidentified Fungi Unassigned 
M. polymorpha 
Zotu2 0.997 0.700 0.003 ** Pseudocercospora macadamiae Plant Pathogen 
Zotu4 0.986 0.600 0.001 ** Pseudocercospora macadamiae Plant Pathogen 
Significance: < 0.001 ***, < 0.01 **, < 0.05 * 
 
Table 2.3: Predictive specificity value for OTU as an indicator to group (column “A”). Sensitivity 
of OTU as an indicator of the target group (column “B”). Ecological guild based on FunGuild 
results.  
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Figure 2.1: Sampling Locations 
 
Figure 2.1: Ten sampling locations across the Hawaiian Archipelago are represented by dots. 
At each location, one M. polymorpha, one L. tameiameiae, and one Cheirodendron spp. were 
collected.   
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Figure 2.2: Mantel Distance Effect 
 
Figure 2.2: Mantel results for distance effect on foliar fungal endophyte community similarity. 
Distance between sampling points and community similarity were not correlated or significant 
(r2 = 0.003; p > 0.05). 
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Figure 2.3: Community Composition  
A. 
 
B. 
 
Figure 2.3: NMDS plots showing relationship between hosts (A) and islands (B) (stress = 0.09). 
A) Represent host structure of endophyte communities across archipelago. Ellipses represent 
standard error of the mean (95%) for each host (r2 = 0.10; p = 0.01). B) Represents island 
structure of endophyte communities. Ellipses represent standard error of the mean (95%) for 
each island (r2 = 0.17; p = 0.01). 
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Chapter 3  Host specialization has a strong influence on foliar endophytic fungi 
community composition along a steep elevation gradient  
3.1 Background 
As early as Carolus Linnaeus, researchers have been fascinated by the effects of 
mountain slopes on plant and animal communities (Bryant et al., 2008). Elevation gradients are 
thought to be analogous to latitudinal gradients where species richness increases towards the 
equator; similarly, richness decreases with increasing elevation (Stevens, 1992). Richness of 
plants and animals has been shown to decrease with increasing elevation (Pellissier et al., 
2012). Studies looking at trends in microbial richness along elevation gradients have found 
varying results. Bryant et al. (2008) found a decrease in soil bacteria richness along an 
altitudinal gradient. On Mt. Fuji, Singh et al. (2012) observed mid-elevation richness peaks in 
soil bacteria communities as did Miyamoto et al. (2014) in ectomycorrhizal fungi with non-
significant changes in richness between the lowest and highest elevations. Similarly, Fierer et 
al. (2011) investigated bacteria communities associated with soil and leaf surfaces, and they 
did not find a significant change in microbial richness along their elevation gradient.  
The strength of specialization between host-microbe partners can be characterized by 
the frequency of the interaction between the two individuals along a continuum from complete 
generalization to full specialization (Blüthgen et al., 2006). Specialization can result in a 
restricted association of one or both partners. Some hosts only associate with specific 
symbiont species or clades such as mycoheterotrophic plants from the subfamily 
Monotropoideae where each plant species targets a different but specific ectomycorrhizal 
fungal host (reviewed: Bruns et al., 2002), and the ectomycorrhizal fungal genus Rhizopogon is 
specific to the Pinaceae family (Grubisha et al., 2002). Other symbiotic associations are more 
general in nature, such as most ectomycorrhizal fungi (Bruns et al., 2002) and arbuscular 
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mycorrhizal fungi (Klironomos, 2000). It has been shown that elevation gradients can influence 
biotic interaction (Schemske et al., 2009), and it is likely that environmental influences can also 
have an effect on host specialization.   
 The symbiotic foliar endophytic relationship between fungi and plants is potentially 
important and arguably one of the most ubiquitous plant-fungal symbiosis in nature, and 
researchers have yet to find a plant lineage lacking these cryptic microbial associates (Arnold 
and Engelbrecht, 2007a). By definition these fungi are not pathogenic (Arnold et al., 2003; 
Rodriguez et al., 2009) and have been shown to play important roles in plant biochemistry 
(reviewed: Arnold, 2007), water conductance (Arnold and Engelbrecht, 2007a), and heat and 
drought tolerance (Kannadan and Rudgers, 2008). Endophytes associated with eudicot plants 
are thought to be horizontally transmitted (Arnold and Herre, 2003). Foliar endophytes have 
also been shown to vary in their specialization with plant hosts. For example, (U’Ren et al., 
2012) found host specialization at the plant host familial level across North America, while 
Vincent et al. (2016) found host specialization at the species level in New Guinea in lowland 
tropical forests. Additionally, Saunders and Kohn (2009) found that even host genotype was 
important in structuring endophyte communities.  
Mauna Loa is a shield volcano that is located on Hawaiʻi Island, the largest and 
youngest of the Hawaiian Islands. It is an ideal location to examine host specialization and how 
it is influenced by environmental conditions because it offers dramatic environmental gradients 
at relatively short distances. Mauna Loa ranges in elevation from sea level up to approximately 
4200 m above sea level in a relatively short distance on the eastern side of the island allowing 
us to study environmental effects of foliar endophytic communities while minimizing the effects 
of distance (Raich et al., 1997). Additionally, the very young geological age and isolation of the 
Hawaiian Archipelago allows for a small but endemic flora, some of which encompass 
remarkably wide niches and elevational distributions (Wagner, 1999). For example, 
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Metrosideros polymorpha, an ecologically important and endemic tree species, can be found 
near sea level all the way up to 2500 m along the eastern slope of Mauna Loa (Vitousek et al., 
1988). There are a few other native woody plants that span large portions of the slope that co-
occur with M. polymorpha. It is because I am able to separate environmental and host 
differences that makes Mauna Loa an ideal place to study the community dynamics of foliar 
endophytic fungi.   
In this study, I used the unique characteristics of the Hawaiian flora and the dramatic 
environmental gradients of Mauna Loa to isolate environment from both plant community and 
distance effects in order to test how environment impacts endophyte richness, community 
diversity, community similarity, host preference, and geographic distance. Because 
environmental conditions along Mauna Loa become more stressful with increasing elevation 
(e.g. decreased precipitation and increased solar radiation), I expected fewer fungal species to 
be able to persist under these extreme conditions. Based on the results of previous microbial 
studies, I hypothesize that elevational gradients will affect fungal foliar endophytes community 
composition and richness, and that host will play an important role within and among sites in 
shaping differences of fungal communities because different hosts provide different 
physiological environments for their symbiotic partners.  
 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Sites/Fieldwork 
 Sampling was conducted along the slopes of Mauna Loa Volcano on Hawaiʻi Island 
(19.4721° N, 155.5922° W). This shield volcano ranges from sea level up to 4200 m above sea 
level (masl), encompassing an environmental gradient over which temperature, rainfall and 
solar irradiance differ over a relatively short spatial distance (Figure 3.1). To examine the 
influence of environment on foliar endophyte host specialization I sampled three native 
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Hawaiian plants that co-occur along the gradient from 1100-2000 masl: Leptecophylla 
tameiameiae (pūkiawe) an indigenous species found throughout various Polynesian islands in 
the Pacific, Metrosideros polymorpha (‘ōhi’a) an important endemic foundation species found 
on all the major Hawaiian Islands, and Vaccinium reticulatum (‘ōhelo) an endemic species and 
early colonizer after lava flows. Metrosideros polymorpha was the dominate tree species along 
the entire gradient. At 1100 masl, the understory was dominated by Dicranopteris linearis an 
endemic fern then it drastically started to thin out around 1500 masl. From about 1400-1600 
masl, the forest is less fragmented, but above 1600 masl, it starts to thin and become 
fragmented due to old lava flows. I sampled hosts along the eastern slope of Mauna Kea from 
1100 masl up to 2000 masl (Figure 3.2). I sampled every 100 m in elevation for a total of 10 
sites and collected 4 samples for each host species at each site. To isolate environmental 
factors from those of distance, I selected an additional four sites at 1700 masl perpendicular to 
the elevation gradient and established a 2000 m transect, where I sampled every 500 m (168 
sampled individuals, 56 per host species). To control for differences in biomass among target 
hosts, I collected 5 leaves from of Metrosideros and Vaccinium and 40 leaves from 
Leptecophylla, as Leptecophylla leaves are much smaller. In the field leaf samples were stored 
on ice until they could be and transferred to -20 °C freezer in the lab. A voucher specimen of 
each host species per site was collected (voucher specimens were deposited at the Joseph F. 
Rock Herbarium at the University of Hawaiʻi, Mānoa). 
 
3.2.2 Molecular analysis 
3.2.2.1 Surface sterilization  
 Prior to DNA extraction I surface sterilized leaves to exclude fungi present on leaf 
surfaces. First, I collected forty leaf ‘disks’ per individual host by punching leaves using a 
surface sterilized standard paper single hole punch (approximately 0.5 cm diameter), and then 
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placed leaf disks into loose-leaf tea bags that were subsequently stapled shut. I then surface 
sterilized the disk packets by rinsing the loose-leaf tea bags with 1% NaClO for 2 mins, then 
70% EtOH for 2 mins, followed by two rinses with sterile water for 2 mins each.  
 
3.2.2.2 DNA Isolation  
 For DNA extraction, ten leaf disks were placed in MP Biomedical Lysing Matrix A tubes 
(MP Biomedical, Santa Ana, CA, USA) containing DNA isolation solutions from the MoBio 
PowerPlant Pro DNA Isolation kit (Solution PD1, Solution PD2, Phenolic Separation Solution, 
and RNase A Solution; MO Bio, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Leaf disks were homogenized using a 
Mini-Beadbeater 24 (BioSpecs Inc. OK) at 3,000 oscillations per min for 2 mins. Genomic DNA 
was isolated using a modified MoBio PowerPlant Pro DNA 96well Isolation kit protocol 
(centrifuged beaten tubes at 13,000 xg for 2 mins).  
 
3.2.2.3 Amplification and Illumina Library Prep  
I amplified the ITS1 region of the rDNA using fungal specific primers ITS1f and ITS2, 
along with Illumina adaptors and Golay barcodes (Smith and Peay, 2014), using a dual indexing 
approach. Polymerase chain reactions (PCR) were carried out using the KAPA3G Plant PCR kit 
(KAPA Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA). All PCR products were purified and normalized 
using just-a-plate 96 PCR Purification and Normalization Kit (Charm Biotech, San Diego, 
California, USA). Normalized PCR products were pooled and concentrated using a streptavidin 
magnetic bead solution. Pooled PCR products were sequenced by GENEWIZ (GENEWIZ, 
South Plainfield, NJ, USA) using the 2 x 300 paired-end (PE) sequencing protocol on an 
Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform (Illumina Inc., Dan Diego, CA, USA).  
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3.2.3 Bioinformatics 
 Bioinformatic analyses were conducted using QIIME v1.9 (Caporaso et al., 2010) and 
Mothur v1.39 (Schloss et al., 2009). Initial quality filtering was conducted on 23,531,047 raw 
demultiplexed sequences, where sequences <75 bp and with an average Phred score <25 
were removed, resulting in 18,370,578 sequences remaining for downstream analyses. 
Because the overall quality of the reverse reads was poor, I used only forward reads for 
subsequent processing and final analysis (see Nguyen et al., 2015 for a similar analysis). I 
employed a chain-clustering protocol to group sequences into operational taxonomic units 
(OTU) because this method tends to recover a more accurate OTU number than simply 
employing a single picking method (see Nguyen et al., 2015). Sequences were first grouped 
into de novo OTUs using a sequence similarity of ≥96% using USEARCH (Edgar, 2010) in 
QIIME. Sequences were also checked for chimeras using a reference based approach with the 
UNITE v7 database (Kõljalg et al., 2013)  during clustering. A second round of de novo 
clustering was done using UCLUST (Edgar, 2010), again using 96% sequence similarity. OTUs 
were identified taxonomically by using the BLAST v2.6 algorithm (; Altschul et al., 1990) to 
identify representative sequences against the UNITE v7 database. Sequences with an aligned 
length divided by the total length of the query sequence <0.85 were removed from the OTU 
table. Additionally, OTUs found in the PCR negative controls were removed from each OTU by 
subtracting the number of sequences in the negatives from the sequence abundance from 
sample OTUs. This process removed almost 500,000 sequences from approximately 11.2 
million sequences.  
 All downstream analyses were done in R (v 3.3.2; R Core Team, 2016). Data biom file 
with taxonomy and metadata was imported to R using the biomformat package (McMurdie and 
Paulson, 2016) and the functions biom_data, observation_metadata, and sample_metadata 
from package biomformat to extract the OTU table, taxonomy, and metadata, respectively. To 
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reduce the likelihood of tag switching, I removed OTUs from samples in which their abundance 
was < 0.1% of the max number of reads found in another sample. I then removed all OTUs 
with <10 reads in the dataset, and OTUs in a sample that do not have a minimum of 3 reads in 
that sample. This reduced the number of OTUs from 3486 to 2058 after removing suspicious 
and low abundant OTUs and OTUs that were not classified as fungi at the kingdom level. 
Lastly, I rarified the OTU table down to 2300 reads per samples to account for uneven 
sequencing depth across the dataset. 
 
3.2.4 Statistical Analyses 
3.2.4.1 Effect of elevation on local OTU richness and evenness  
 The effect of elevation on fungal richness and diversity in leaves was determined by 
using the specnumber function in the vegan package (Oksanen et al., 2017) for richness and by 
calculating Shannon’s diversity using the diversity function. Evenness was also calculated by 
dividing Shannon’s index value for each sample by log richness for each sample.  
 
3.2.4.2 Effect of elevational difference and host on fungal community composition 
 To test the effect of elevation and distance on community composition, Bray Curtis 
dissimilarities index was used to test the effects of elevation and distance on community 
composition by using the rankindex function in vegan on log transformed OTU abundances. 
The dissimilarity values were compared between pairwise samples along the gradient and 
along the consent elevation transect using the mantel function in vegan with 10 000 
permutations.  Additionally, I used the betapart package (Baselga and Orme, 2012) to 
determine the proportion of fungal community differences attributable to either nestedness or 
turnover. To determine the extent to which host predicts community composition at each site 
along the elevation gradient I performed a PERMANOVA using the adonis function in vegan. 
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3.2.4.3 Host specialization and selectivity 
 To determine the degree of specialization within the plant-fungal network I aggregated 
each host species per site then calculated H2’ (H-2-prime) index using the H2fun function in 
the bipartite package in R (Dormann et al., 2008). Additionally, using the same aggregated 
network I calculated the d’ (d-prime) index (Blüthgen et al., 2006) to determine the extent of 
host selectivity using the dfun function in the bipartite package in R. Both functions range from 
0.0, indicating complete generalization, to 1.0, indicating complete specialization. Both indices 
take into account the interaction frequencies and are standardized to account for heterogeneity 
in the interaction strength, and taxon richness. H2’ and d’ were plotted as a function of 
elevation and fitted with a loess curve. I then used a Pearson’s product-moment correlation to 
test the fit of host selectivity from distance to mid-range along the elevation gradient.  
 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Effect of elevation on local fungal diversity (alpha-diversity)  
 There was no relationship between fungal richness and elevation (Figure 3.3a). Similarly, 
for M. polymorpha and V. reticulatum, there was not a significant decrease in Shannon’s 
diversity with increasing elevation (Figure 3.3b). However, L. tameiameiae fungal diversity did 
decrease with increasing elevation (Figure 3.3b, r=-0.325, p=0.041).  
 
3.3.2 Effect of elevational and host on fungal community composition (beta-diversity)   
Our NMDS and ADONIS results show that fungal communities are significantly 
partitioned by host, except at 1700 and 2000 m, but more so at lower and mid elevation sites 
(Figure 3.4a and Table 3.1). Host identity explained the greatest amount of variance (R2) at mid 
elevations (1300-1600) and ADONIS values attenuated towards the lowest and highest 
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elevations (Table 3.1). Additionally, host was a significant indicator of fungal community 
composition across the elevation gradient (Figure 3.5, ADONIS: R2 = 0.104, P <0.001). 
Mantel tests for both M. polymorpha and V. reticulatum along the elevation gradient 
revealed that geographic distance between samples did not affect foliar endophytic fungal 
community composition (Figure 3.6a). However, for L. tameiameiae I observed a statistically 
significant but weak interaction between community composition and geographic distance 
between samples, where community similarity increased with decreasing distance (r=0.105, 
p=0.02).  
Along the isocline transect where elevation was held constant, only a single species, V. 
reticulatum, showed a relationship between geographic distance and community dissimilarity 
(r=0.188, p=0.02; Figure 3.6b). Additionally, beta partitioning indicated that nearly all the 
observed dissimilarity along the gradient was driven by community turnover as opposed to 
community nestedness (Table 3.2).  
 
3.3.3 Effects of elevation on host specialization 
Our network analysis supported NMDS findings of host selectivity along the elevation 
gradient. Network specialization (H2’) was high (>0.6) for all sites except the highest site at 
2000 masl (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4a, H2’=0.475). Despite the lower network specialization at 2000 
masl, it was still significantly higher than the null for this site and all sites (p <0.001 for all sites). 
Individual host specialization (d’) was high and significant compared to the null for all hosts at 
all sites (Table 3.1, Figure 3.4b, p <0.001 for all hosts), showing that high network selectivity at 
sites was not driven by any one host (Table 1). Both H2’ and d’ for all hosts had the highest 
selectivity values around mid-elevation and selectivity decreased from the highest values 
towards the ends of the gradient (Figure 3.4). Pearson’s correlation revealed that host 
specialization decreased as a function of distance to mid-range for both L. tameiameiae and M. 
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polymorpha (r=-0.676 p<0.05, r=-0.708 p<0.05, respectively, Figure 3.7) but not for V. 
reticulatum (r=-0.373 p>0.05, Figure 3.7).  
 
3.4 Discussion  
In this study, host was a significant indicator of endophyte community composition 
within sites, among sites, and across the entire gradient. Additionally, host specialization and 
alpha diversity had an inverse relationship with more diversity and less specialization at the 
ends of the gradient and lower diversity and more specialization towards the middle elevations. 
However, elevation was not a good predictor of community richness, alpha diversity, or 
community composition.  
I determined that host was a significant component in structuring foliar fungal 
endophyte communities despite the fact that hosts of the same species in close proximity had 
large differences in communities that were almost entirely driven by turnover rather than 
community nestedness. Other studies also observe evidence of host specialization in the foliar 
endophyte symbiosis. U’Ren et al. (2012) found foliar fungal endophyte communities were 
structured by hosts within sites. Endophytic fungi grow faster on media containing host leaf 
extract than non-host leaf extract (Arnold and Herre, 2003; Lau et al., 2013), suggesting host 
leaf chemistry influences community composition. In fact, Saunders and Kohn (2009) found 
evidence of community partitioning at the host genotype level for maize-associated 
endophytes when the environment was tightly controlled. It’s likely that hosts provide different 
biotic environments that select for different fungal partners.  
Many endophyte studies investigating fungal community composition across varying 
environments find that differences in community structure are correlated with environmental 
differences. For example, Giauque and Hawkes (2013) found that environment played a 
significant role in structuring endophyte communities of grasses in central Texas along a 
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precipitation gradient. Also, U’Ren et al. (2012) looked at endophyte communities across North 
America associated with varying plant and lichen hosts and found that environment played key 
roles in community structure. Similarly, Zimmerman and Vitousek (2012) investigated the 
community composition of endophytes associated with a single host species across an 
environmental gradient in Hawaiʻi and found that precipitation and elevation were important 
drivers of fungal community composition.  
Significant findings in these studies raises the question of how distance affects 
endophyte community composition. To address this question, I kept host species constant 
along a steep elevation gradient. Despite the fact that the gradient was positively correlated 
with solar radiation and negatively correlated with temperature, precipitation, humidity, cloud 
cover, and canopy and vegetation cover, I did not find evidence that endophyte communities 
are significantly structured by their abiotic environment. A likely explanation for these this is 
that findings in previous studies where environment affects community composition were 
confounded by distance between samples.  
Species richness for both plants and animals has been shown to decrease with 
increasing elevation (Pellissier et al., 2012). However, this trend does not seem to hold true for 
microbial communities. Microbial richness did not significantly change from the lowest to the 
highest elevations on Mt. Fuji for either ectomycorrhizal fungi (Miyamoto et al., 2014) or soil 
bacteria (Singh et al., 2012). Studying the bacterial communities of soil and leafs along an 
elevation gradient, Fierer et al. (2011) did not find a significant change in microbial richness 
along their gradient. Studying foliar fungal endophytes associated with a single host species 
along the slopes of Mauna Loa, Zimmerman and Vitousek (2012) found no significant 
differences in richness among sites. Similarly, I did not observe any significant changes in foliar 
fungal endophyte richness along the elevation gradient.  
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I hypothesized that environment would affect host specialization, but I did not observe 
a linear trend in host specialization along the gradient. Instead, specialization peaked around 
mid-elevation and attenuated towards the extremes of the gradient distribution. Additionally, I 
observed that host specialization and alpha diversity had inverse relationships along the 
elevation gradient where alpha diversity was highest toward the edges of the gradient and 
lowest in the middle while host specialization was highest in the middle and lowest at the 
edges.  
Since plant host populations at the edges of their niche distributions are likely to have 
lower survival rates than those near the middle of the distributions (Angert, 2009), it is likely that 
the hosts in this study are healthier toward the mid-elevation since it is the middle of two of the 
three hosts range distributions along the gradient. Additionally, fungal symbionts, such as 
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, tend to span the mutualist-antagonist continuum (Klironomos, 
2003), and it is probable that foliar fungal endophytes also span this continuum. Therefore, it is 
feasible that plant hosts impose a top-down effect on foliar endophyte colonization in order to 
associate with the most beneficial symbionts. As a result, they would be more likely to 
associate with the best symbionts at mid-elevation which is why I observed high host 
specialization and lower diversity at mid-elevation. Conversely, at the edges of their distribution 
they would need to allocate resources elsewhere, so I observed lower host specialization and 
higher diversity.   
Alternatively, it is possible that there were more generalist fungi at higher and lower 
elevations because of unmeasured environmental conditions along the gradient. Metrosideros 
polymorpha was the dominate canopy species along the entire gradient, but the understory 
and the degree of forest fragmentation varied. At lower elevations, the understory was 
dominated by the native fern Dicranopteris linearis, which is weedy in disturbed areas. The 
mid-elevations understories were not dominated by any single species but contained a mixture 
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of native shrubs, and the forest started to become fragmented due to past lava flows. At high 
elevations, the understory looked similar to mid-elevation, but with less plant diversity. The 
forest was very fragmented with little to no vegetation between vegetative patches. These 
differences in the surrounding communities could lead to differences in the availability and 
types of foliar fungal endophytes.  
 
3.5 Conclusion 
Foliar endophytic fungi are important plant associated microbes; however, I know little 
about the factors that affect community composition. In this study, I showed that the abiotic 
environment plays little to no role in fungal richness or community composition at the 
landscape scale within islands but plays a critical role in how fungi are distributed among hosts 
within sites, and host is an important determinant in community composition. Additionally, 
diversity and specialization along elevation were inversely related. This suggest that host may 
be important in determining which fungi a host will associate with. It is possible that optimum 
environments are important for specialization where at the ends of a hosts niche they are less 
selective as to which symbionts to associate with and more selective at the sweet spot of their 
niche. 
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3.6 Tables and Figures 
Table 3.1  
Site d’ 
H2 
adonis 
Elevation Leptecophylla  Metrosideros  Vaccinium  R2 
1100 0.638 0.548 0.782 0.665 0.296 ** 
1200 0.757 0.652 0.604 0.67 0.255 ** 
1300 0.968 0.836 0.748 0.85 0.325 ** 
1400 0.855 0.967 0.772 0.866 0.477 ** 
1500 0.862 0.981 0.851 0.868 0.451 *** 
1600 0.966 0.715 0.807 0.829 0.410 ** 
1700 0.648 0.643 0.518 0.602 0.165 
1800 0.712 0.814 0.386 0.636 0.339 * 
1900 0.748 0.676 0.774 0.732 0.285 * 
2000 0.555 0.545 0.395 0.497 0.173 
 
Table 3.1: Host specialization (d’), network specialization (H2’), permutational multivariate analysis of 
variance (ADONIS, Site~Host) for each site. All specialization values were significant (p <0.001) against a 
null. ADONIS values were calculated using 10,000 permutations (significance: . >0.05, * <0.05, ** <0.01, 
*** <0.001). 
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Table 3.2 
  Leptecophylla  Metrosideros  Vaccinium    
Turnover 0.959 0.942 0.947 S O 
R 
E 
N 
S 
E 
N 
Nestedness 0.01 0.013 0.013 
Beta Diversity 0.969 0.955 0.96 
Turnover 0.979 0.97 0.973 J 
A 
C 
C 
A 
R 
D 
Nestedness 0.005 0.007 0.007 
Beta Diversity 0.984 0.977 0.98 
 
Table 3.2: Beta diversity partitioning: Table indicates contributions of community turnover and 
community nestedness to observed beta diversity. Both Sorensen and Jaccard indicies gave the same 
results. 
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Figure 3.1 
 
Figure 3.1: Matrix scatterplot shows the relationships of various environmental parameters of the 
elevation gradient. There were clear negative relationships between elevation and air density, canopy 
width, cloud cover, humidity, precipitation, temperature, evapotranspiration, and canopy cover. There 
were clear positive relationships between elevation and clear sky ratio and solar radiation.  
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Figure 3.2 
 
Figure 3.2: Each sampling location indicates were 12 leaf samples were collected (three plant 
host and four replicas per host). Sampling location were 100 m in elevation apart spanning 
approximately 20 km from the lowest elevation to the highest.  
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Figure 3.3 
 
Figure 3.3: Richness: Fungal richness was not affected by elevation (L. tameiameiae: R2=0.003, 
p>0.05; M. polymorpha: R2=0.029, p>0.05; V. reticulatum: R2= 0.055, p>0.05). B) Shannon’s 
Diversity: There were no significant trends in the effects of elevation on Shannon’s Diversity on 
M. polymorpha and V. reticulatum (R2=0.01, p>0.05; R2=0.052, p>0.05; respectively). However, 
the decrease in alpha diversity for L. tameiameiae was significant (R2=0.105, p= 0.041).  
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Figure 3.4 
 
Figure 3.4: A) Top panel shows NMDS plots for each elevation site and illustrates how hosts 
structure endophyte communities. Shaded ellipses represent standard error of the mean (95%) 
for each host. Asterisk and dots above NMDS spots show significance from permutational 
multivariate analysis of variance (significance: * <0.05, ** <0.01, *** <0.001). Bottom panel 
shows network specialization plotted as a function of elevation. Each site was significant 
against a null (p<0.001 for all sites). B) Shows host specialization for each host plotted as a 
function of elevation. Each site was significant for each host against a null (p<0.001). 
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Figure 3.5 
 
Figure 3.5: Host specialization as a function of the absolute value of the elevation difference 
from mid-elevation along the gradient (1500 masl). L. tameiameiae and M. polymorpha both 
showed a significant negative relationship between host selectivity and elevation difference (r=-
0.676, p<0.05; r=-0.708, p<0.05; respectively). However, the relationship was not significant for 
V. reticulatum (r=-0.373, p>0.05). 
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Figure 3.6 
 
Figure 3.6: Distance decay plots A) shows community dissimilarity as a function of pair-wise elevation 
differences between two samples (points). There was no trend for either M. polymorpha or V. 
reticulatum after 10,000 permutations (r=0.10, p>0.05; r=0.09, p>0.05; respectively). There was a 
slightly significant trend for L. tameiameiae (r=0.105, p<0.05). B) shows community dissimilarity as a 
function of pair-wise distance difference between two samples. There was no trend for L. tameiameiae 
or M. polymorpha after 10,000 permutations (r= -0.035, p>0.05; r=0.011, p>0.05; respectively). There 
was a slightly significant trend for V. reticulatum (r=0.188, p>0.05). 
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Figure 3.7 Host Specialization  
 
Figure 3.7: Host specialization as a function of the absolute value of the elevation difference from mid-
elevation along the gradient (1500 masl). L. tameiameiae and M. polymorpha both showed a significant 
negative relationship between host selectivity and elevation difference (r=-0.676, p<0.05; r=-0.708, 
p<0.05; respectively). However, the relationship was not significant for V. reticulatum (r=-0.373, p>0.05). 
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Chapter 4  Foliar fungal endophytes follow macroecological distribution 
patterns across a landscape, but only on a case-by-case basis 
4.1 Background 
Foliar fungal endophytes are arguably one of the most ubiquitous symbiotic 
relationships between fungi and plants, occurring in every examined plant lineage (Arnold and 
Engelbrecht, 2007a). Most studies on foliar fungal endophyte community ecology are plant-
centric, meaning that host plant distributions are used to understand fungal community 
structure. The emphasis of foliar fungal endophyte research has been on community 
composition as an index for distribution patterns, but the distribution of individual fungal 
endophytes has been largely overlooked.  
At the global scale, microorganisms tend to follow Rapoport’s rule, which states that 
species found at higher latitudes tend to have wider latitudinal ranges than species found 
closer to the equator, which have more confined latitudinal distributions (Amend et al., 2013; 
Sul et al., 2013). Rapoport’s rule is often attributed to climactic stability at lower latitudes, 
leading to greater range distributions and lower species richness towards the poles. Elevation 
gradients have been hypothesized to follow similar species distribution patterns as latitudinal 
gradients, and as such, Rapoport’s rule has been extended to hypothesize that species 
elevation ranges will increase with increasing elevation (Stevens, 1992). Indeed, studies have 
found that macroorganisms such as butterflies (Fleishman et al., 1998), ants (Sanders, 2002), 
and a variety of tree species in the Himalayas (Bhattarai and Vetaas, 2006) follow the 
elevational version of Rapoport’s rule. However, it is unclear whether microbes exhibit similar 
distribution patterns as macroorganisms along elevation gradients (Bryant et al., 2008; Fierer et 
al., 2011).  
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In most host-endophyte systems, testing this hypothesis would be extremely difficult 
because a host plant species distribution is closely tied to elevation. Said another way, 
because the same host species cannot be found across a wide enough elevational gradient, 
the effect of host species identity on endophyte community structure cannot be disentangled 
from the effect of elevation. For example, several studies have found that plant host identity is 
an important component in determining the community composition of foliar endophytes 
(U’Ren et al., 2012; Vincent et al., 2016). However, these systems cannot be used to test for 
Rapoport’s rule for two reasons: 1) they use different hosts species across their study site, and 
2) their host species distributions are limited to narrow elevation ranges.  
The extreme geographic isolation of the Hawaiian Archipelago has led to a highly 
endemic flora, where some species encompass remarkably wide niches and elevational 
distributions (Wagner, 1999). Additionally, the Hawaiian Archipelago contains dramatic 
elevation gradients that facilitate the study of elevation effects on species distributions while 
minimizing the effects of distance (Raich et al., 1997). For example, Mauna Loa is a shield 
volcano located on Hawaiʻi Island, which is the largest and youngest of the Hawaiian Islands. 
Mauna Loa ranges in elevation from sea level up to approximately 4200 m above sea level in a 
relatively short distance. Also, Metrosideros polymorpha, an endemic tree species, can be 
found near sea level all the way up to 2500 m along the eastern slope of Mauna Loa (Vitousek 
et al., 1988). Co-occurring with M. polymorpha, there are other native woody plants that span 
large portions of the slope as well. Because we are able to separate elevation and host 
differences, Mauna Loa is an ideal location to study the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes. 
Thus, this system is ideal for testing whether Rapoport’s rule holds true for foliar fungal 
endophytes.  
I hypothesize that foliar fungal endophyte community averages, along the elevational 
transect, will follow Rapoport’s rule and will be significantly spatially autocorrelated, meaning 
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they will have clustered distributions along the gradient. I would expect OTUs to be spatially 
autocorrelated if there are strong environmental determinants or strong dispersal limitations 
among foliar fungal endophytes, but I would expect weak spatial autocorrelation if neither of 
those are important drivers of community composition. Patterns of elevational autocorrelation 
have been found for ectomycorrhizal fungi (Gorzelak et al., 2012) and for microbial eukaryote 
communities in aggregate (Darcy et al., 2017). Elevation has been shown to be a significant 
driver of fungal endophyte community structure in Hawaiʻi (Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012).  
However, distribution patterns of foliar fungal endophytes have not been examined.  
In this study, I use the unique characteristics of the native Hawaiian flora and the 
dramatic elevation gradient of Mauna Loa to test Rapoport’s rule of elevational range 
distributions, spatial autocorrelation, and abundance-occupancy trends of individual foliar 
fungal endophytes along an elevation gradient. Based on Rapoport’s rule, I hypothesize that 
samples at higher elevations will contain species whose distributions, on average, span greater 
elevational ranges. Additionally, I hypothesize that fungal endophytes will be spatially 
autocorrelated. Finally, I examine fungi that demonstrate greater or less occupancy than local 
abundance would predict to glean insight into taxonomic and functional correlates with 
distribution patterns.  
 
4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Sites/Fieldwork  
Sampling was conducted along the slopes of Mauna Loa volcano on Hawaiʻi Island. The 
elevation ranges from sea level to approximately 4200 m above sea level (masl) encompassing 
an environmental gradient over which temperature, rainfall and solar irradiance differ over a 
relatively short spatial distance. Since fungal endophyte community composition has been 
shown to be host specialized and I wanted to examine the influence of environment on fungal 
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distribution patterns, I sampled three native Hawaiian plants that co-occur along the gradient 
from 1100-2000 masl: Leptecophylla tameiameiae (pūkiawe) an indigenous species found 
throughout various Polynesian islands in the Pacific, Metrosideros polymorpha (‘ōhi’a) an 
endemic foundation species found on all the major Hawaiian Islands, and Vaccinium 
reticulatum (‘ōhelo) an endemic species and early colonizer after lava flows. Metrosideros 
polymorpha was the dominant tree species along the entire gradient. I sampled hosts along the 
eastern slope of Mauna Loa from 1100 masl up to 2000 masl. I sampled every 100 m in 
elevation for a total of 10 sites and collected 4 samples for each host species at each site (120 
sampled individuals, 40 per host species). To control for differences in biomass among target 
hosts, 5 leaves from of Metrosideros and Vaccinium and 40 leaves from Leptecophylla, as 
Leptecophylla leaves are much smaller. In the field, leaf samples were stored on ice until they 
could be and transferred to -20 °C freezer in the lab. A voucher specimen of each host species 
per site was collected and deposited at the Joseph F. Rock Herbarium at the University of 
Hawaiʻi, Mānoa. 
4.2.2 Molecular analysis 
4.2.2.1 Surface sterilization 
Leaves were surface sterilized to exclude fungi present on leaf surfaces prior to DNA 
extraction. First, I collected forty leaf ‘disks’ per individual host by punching leaves using a 
surface sterilized standard paper single hole punch (approximately 0.5 cm diameter), and then 
placed leaf disks into loose-leaf tea bags that were subsequently stapled shut. I then surface 
sterilized the disk packets by rinsing the loose-leaf tea bags with 1% NaClO for 2 mins, then 
70% EtOH for 2 mins, followed by two rinses with sterile water for 2 mins each (Zimmerman 
and Vitousek, 2012). 
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4.2.2.2 DNA isolation 
For DNA extraction, ten leaf disks were placed in MP Biomedical Lysing Matrix A tubes 
(MP Biomedical, Santa Ana, CA, USA) containing DNA isolation solutions from the MoBio 
PowerPlant Pro DNA Isolation kit (Solution PD1, Solution PD2, Phenolic Separation Solution, 
and RNase A Solution; MO Bio, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Leaf disks were homogenized using a 
Mini-Beadbeater 24 (BioSpecs Inc. OK) at 3,000 oscillations per min for 2 mins. Genomic DNA 
was isolated using a modified MoBio PowerPlant Pro DNA 96well Isolation kit protocol 
(centrifuged beaten tubes at 13,000 xg for 2 mins). 
 
4.2.2.3 Amplification and Illumina library prep.  
The ITS1 region of the rDNA was isolated and amplified by using fungal specific primers 
ITS1f and ITS2, along with Illumina adaptors and Golay barcodes (Smith and Peay, 2014), 
using a dual indexing approach. Polymerase chain reactions (PCR) were carried out using the 
KAPA3G Plant PCR kit (KAPA Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA). All PCR products were 
purified and normalized using just-a-plate 96 PCR Purification and Normalization Kit (Charm 
Biotech, San Diego, California, USA). Normalized PCR products were pooled and concentrated 
using a streptavidin magnetic bead solution. Pooled PCR products were sequenced by 
GENEWIZ (GENEWIZ, South Plainfield, NJ, USA) using the 2 x 300 paired-end (PE) sequencing 
protocol on an Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform (Illumina Inc., Dan Diego, CA, USA). 
 
4.2.3 Bioinformatics 
Bioinformatic analyses were conducted using QIIME v1.9 (Caporaso et al., 2010) and 
Mothur v1.39 (Schloss et al., 2009). Initial quality filtering was conducted on 23,531,047 raw 
demultiplexed sequences, where sequences <75 bp and with a Phred score <25 were 
removed, resulting in 18,370,578 sequences remaining for downstream analyses. Because the 
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overall quality of the reverse reads was poor, I only used forward reads for subsequent 
processing and final analysis (see Nguyen et al., 2015 for a similar analysis). I employed a 
chain-clustering protocol to group sequences into operational taxonomic units (OTU) because 
this method tends to recover a more accurate OTU number than simply employing a single 
picking method (see Nguyen et al., 2015). Sequences were first grouped into de novo OTUs 
using a sequence similarity of ≥96% using USEARCH (Edgar, 2010) in QIIME. Sequences were 
also checked for chimeras using a reference based approach with the UNITE v7 database 
(Kõljalg et al., 2013)  during clustering. A second round of de novo clustering was done using 
UCLUST (Edgar, 2010), again using 96% sequence similarity. OTUs were assigned taxonomy 
by using the BLAST v2.6 algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990) to identify representative sequences 
against the UNITE v7 database. Sequences with an aligned length divided by the total length of 
the query sequence <0.85 were removed from the OTU table. Additionally, OTUs found in the 
PCR negative controls were removed from each OTU by subtracting the number of sequences 
in the negatives from the sequence abundance from sample OTUs. This process removed 
almost 500,000 sequences from approximately 11.2 million sequences. 
All downstream analyses were done in R (v 3.3.2; R Core Team, 2016). Data biom file 
with taxonomy and metadata was imported to R using the biomformat package (McMurdie and 
Paulson, 2016) and the functions biom_data, observation_metadata, and sample_metadata 
from package biomformat to extract the OTU table, taxonomy, and metadata, respectively. To 
reduce the potential impacts of tag switching, I removed OTUs from samples in which their 
abundance was < 0.1% of the max number of reads found in another sample. I then removed 
all OTUs with <10 reads in the dataset. This reduced the number of OTUs from 3486 to 2018 
after removing suspicious and low abundant OTUs and OTUs that were not classified as fungi 
at the kingdom level. Lastly, The OTU table was rarified down to 2300 reads per sample to 
account for uneven sequencing depth across the dataset. Since I was interested in how fungal 
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OTUs were distributed across space, I aggregated all OTUs by site, disregarding host 
identification.  
 
4.2.4 Statistical Analysis 
4.2.4.1 Effects of elevation on OTU range  
To determine the effect of elevation on the range of OTUs, I first calculated the 
elevation range of each OTU by subtracting an OTU’s minimum elevation from its maximum 
elevation and adding one to prevent elevation ranges of zero. Next, I took the average range 
for all OTUs occurring at each site along the elevation gradient weighted by the relative 
abundance of each OTU at each site. Finally, I use a linear regression model to test whether 
average elevational range per site increased as a function of site elevation in accordance with 
Rapoport’s rule. 
 
4.2.4.2 Effects of elevation on OTU spatial correlation 
In order to test whether OTU distributions along the elevation gradient were spatially 
autocorrelated I calculated Moran’s I for each OTU. Moran’s I is a test for spatial 
autocorrelation which ranges from a value of 1 (perfectly clustered) to -1 (perfectly dispersed).  
Observed values were compared to a distribution of null values calculated by 1000 random 
reshuffles of the elevation distance matrix. Moran’s I was calculated by using the Moran.I 
function in the ape package (Paradis et al., 2004).  
 
4.2.4.3 Abundance-occupancy 
 To investigate fungal OTUs that demonstrate greater or less occupancy than local 
abundance would predict, I first determined if foliar endophytes follow the abundance-
occupancy trend where OTUs that are more abundant will also occur at more sites. I defined 
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occupancy as the total number of sites in which an OTU was found. I then separately 
calculated total relative abundance for each OTU by averaging the relative abundance at each 
site that the OTU occurred. To determine the locally abundant outliers, I calculated the 
residuals from the average abundance-occupancy linear model. I then chose the top 2.5% 
quantile of OTUs with the greatest residuals and with an occupancy of less than five. There 
were 18 OTUs that fit this definition of significantly high abundance, low occupancy OTUs. 
Additionally, I chose the bottom 2.5% quantile of OTUs with the lowest residuals and with an 
occupancy of greater than six. There were 39 OTUs that fit this definition of low abundance, 
high occupancy OTUs. I defined these OTUs by functional guild using the FunGuild program 
v1.1 (Nguyen et al., 2016). 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Rapoportʻs Rule and spatial autocorrelation  
Foliar fungal endophyte distribution did not follow Rapoport’s rule along the elevation 
gradient, rather I found that based on Moran’s I analysis foliar endophytes were, on average, 
randomly distributed across the gradient (Figure 4.1 & 4.2). However, there were 33 OTUs that 
were statistically more dispersed than expected, and 80 OTUs there were statistically more 
clustered than expected (Table 4.1). Taxonomic assignments for the majority of these OTUs 
resulted in low BLAST confidence (<97%). OTUs that were significantly more dispersed were 
more likely to be plant pathogens (64%) while those that were significantly more clustered were 
more likely to be unassigned a fungal guild (51%).  
 
4.3.2 Abundance-occupancy and significant OTUs 
 There was a positive correlation between the average read abundance per site of a 
given OTU and the number of sites at which that OTU occurs (Figure 4.3a; r2 = 0.382; p < 
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0.001). Therefore, foliar endophytes that were at high local abundances also had a larger range 
distribution, following the abundance-occupancy trend. Similarly, more abundant OTUs were 
significatly more likely to occur in more hosts compared to those that were less abundant 
(Figure 4.3b; r2 = 0.293; p < 0.001).  
Each site had on average four OTUs that were significantly high abundant with low 
occupancy (locally abundant). Of the 13 locally abundant OTUs that occurred at more than one 
site, only six were in adjacent sites or with one absent site in between adjacent sites. Also, 
these locally abundant OTUs were less likely to be assigned a fungal guild (Table 4.1; 65% 
unassigned). For OTUs that were less abundant than expected and occurred at six or more 
adjacent sites (widespread and rare), only OTUs with an occupancy of nine and 10 had 
significantly low abundances. These widespread and rare OTUs were more likely to be plant 
pathogens (Table 4.1; 87% plant pathogens).  
 
4.4 Discussion 
To my knowledge, this was the first study to take a fungal-centric approach to 
investigating the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes. I used the leaf-endophyte system 
along a steep elevation gradient to test Rapoport’s rule, the extent of spatial autocorrelation, 
and the abundance-occupancy trend of foliar fungal endophytes.  
 At global scales, plants (Stevens, 1989), animals (Hausdorf, 2006), and microbes 
(Amend et al., 2013) have been shown to follow Rapoport’s rule where latitudinal ranges of 
taxa increase as a function of latitude. Additionally, macroorganisms tend to follow Rapoport’s 
rule along elevation gradients (Fleishman et al., 1998; Sanders, 2002; Bhattarai and Vetaas, 
2006).  
Unlike plants and animals, elevation was not a significant indicator of fungal OTU 
distributions in this study (Figure 4.1). Similarly, bacterial distributions (Bryant et al., 2008) and 
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diversity patterns (Fierer et al., 2011) were shown to differ from those of macroorganisms along 
elevation gradients. The steep elevation gradient of Mauna Loa facilitated the investigation of 
the distribution of fungal endophytes at variable elevations with minimal distance between 
sampling locations. Like other microbial systems, foliar fungal endophytes do not mirror 
distribution patterns of macroorganisms along elevation gradients. It is likely that fungal 
endophytes and other microbes are regulated differently than plants and animals. Therefore, it 
is necessary to study their distribution patterns separately from their hosts.  
Foliar fungal endophytes, on average, do not exhibit elevational autocorrelation (Figure 
4.2). Despite this, I did observe outlier OTUs with distributions that were either more dispersed 
or more clustered than expected from the null model. Interestingly, OTUs that were more 
dispersed than expected and widespread and rare were more likely to be plant pathogens 
(Table 4.1). Also, OTUs that were more clustered or locally abundance were more likely to be 
unassigned a fungal guild (Table 4.1). Endophytes seem to straddle the continuum of plant-
antagonist and plant-mutualist (Saikkonen et al., 1998). It is possible that OTUs that lean more 
towards the antagonistic side of the continuum are more likely to have wider distributions than 
those that are more mutualistic. Or perhaps, this is a simple case of an ascertainment bias. 
Foliar endophytes are defined as symptomless, and the only way they are detected is through 
molecular analysis or culturing, which happens less frequently than fungal plant pathogens. 
Therefore, foliar endophytes are less likely to be included in these databases. The study of 
plant pathology is economically important, and as a result, are much more easily identified. 
Therefore, plant pathogens are more likely to be in reference databases than those 
characterized as foliar endophytes. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
Most foliar fungal endophyte studies take a plant-centric approach. In this fungal-
centric approach, I investigated the distribution of endophytic fungi along an elevation gradient. 
My results support the hypothesis that microbial distributions along elevation gradients differ 
from those of plants and animals. It is likely that the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes is 
governed differently than their host plants. Despite the fact that, on average, endophytes were 
not spatially autocorrelated, there were a few fungal endophytes that fit spatial autocorrelation 
patters of macroorganisms. This could explain why foliar fungal endophytes as a group are 
functionally diverse; therefore, it is essential to study endophytes and their distributions 
individually, not just as communities.   
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4.6 Tables and Figures 
Table 4.1: Outlier OTUs 
  Guilds 
  Endophyte Saprotroph Plant Pathogen 
Fungal 
Parasite Lichenized Unassigned 
High Abundance 
Low Occupancy 0% 12% 18% 5% 0% 65% 
Low Abundance 
High Occupancy 0% 0% 87% 0% 0% 13% 
Dispersed 
Distribution 3% 3% 64% 0% 3% 27% 
Clustered 
Distribution  3% 6% 38% 1% 1% 51% 
 
Table 4.1: Outlier OTUs from both occupancy-abundance analysis (top two rows) and Moran’s 
I spatial autocorrelation analysis (bottom two rows). There were 13 OTUs that had significantly 
higher abundance and lower occupancy, and 39 OTUs had significantly lower abundance and 
higher occupancy. There were 33 OTUs that were significantly over dispersed, and 80 OTUs 
that were significantly clustered.  
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Figure 4.1: Rapoport’s rule 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Average elevation range (blue lines) along the elevation gradient (r2 = 0; p > 0.1). 
Average weighted mean along the elevation gradient (r2 = 0; p > 0.1).  
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Figure 4.2: Spatial Autocorrelation  
 
Figure 4.2: Null distribution of Moran’s I. Histogram of null distribution of Moran’s I from 100 
permutations. Dashed vertical blue lines represent the lower and upper bounds of the 95% 
confidence intervals. The solid vertical red line represents the average observed Moran’s I 
value (-0.099) for the entire gradient. The minimum null I-value was -0.339, the maximum was 
0.384, and the medium was - 0.119.  
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Figure 4.3: Occupancy-Abundance 
A) Site Occupancy-Abundance 
 
B) Host Occupancy-Abundance 
 
Figure 4.3: Occupancy-abundance a) the average read abundance per site for a given OTU and 
number of sites at which it occurs. Line represents linear regression with confidence 95% 
confidence interval (r2 = 0.382; p < 0.001), and b) whisker-box plot showing the average read 
abundance per host for a given OTU and the number of hosts with which it associates (r2 = 
0.293; p < 0.001). Points on both plots represent individual OTUs. 
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Chapter 5  Synthesis 
5.1 Foliar Fungal Endophytes 
Fungal diversity is estimated between 2.2-5 million species globally (Blackwell, 2011; 
Hawksworth and Lücking, 2017). However, only about 120,000 have been described, and the 
vast majority of undescribed fungi are thought to live a cryptic lifestyle inside plants or animals 
(Hawksworth and Lücking, 2017). Foliar fungal endophytes are a polyphyletic group (Rodriguez 
et al., 2009) of cryptic fungi that live inside healthy looking leaves. These fungi occur in every 
major lineage of plants examined and are assumed to be non-pathogenic.  
Tropical plants may represent a particular “hotspot” of fungal diversity (Arnold and 
Lutzoni, 2007; Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012), making them a potentially a significant source 
of undescribed biodiversity (Porras-Alfaro and Bayman, 2011). Foliar fungal endophytes have 
been found in every major lineage of plants examined, and in studies of tropical forests, 100% 
of mature leaves contain endophytes (Arnold and Engelbrecht, 2007). Thousands of fungal 
species from at least seven fungal orders can coexist within the leaves of a single tropical plant 
species (Arnold et al., 2000; Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012).  
Foliar fungal endophytes are thought to be horizontally transmitted in dicot plants 
(Bayman et al., 1998). Therefore, these endophytes are susceptible to both environmental 
filters and host filters. Temperature (Coince et al., 2014), elevation and precipitation 
(Zimmerman and Vitousek, 2012) have shown to be significant factor in shaping endophyte 
communities. Additionally, foliar fungal endophytes have been found to be significantly host 
specific (Unterseher et al., 2012; U’Ren et al., 2012). However, studies of foliar endophytic 
community structure and biogeography have been relatively small in scale, opting to study 
endophytes within narrowly defined systems. In this dissertation, I used the unique 
characteristics of the Hawaiian Archipelago and the native flora to address the effects of 
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geographic scale on the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes at the regional scale (among 
islands), landscape scale (within an island), and among foliar fungal endophytes in aggregate.  
 
5.2 Regional Scale  
The Hawaiian Archipelago is especially opportune as the native flora is host to a large 
number of endemic species, and many species can be found across all islands (Wagner, 1999), 
allowing for the examination of how host identity and distance simultaneously impact 
communities of symbionts. In this study, I used the unique native flora of Hawaiʻi to examine 
the importance of hosts and islands in determining endophyte community structure, the effects 
of distance on endophyte community structure, and the taxonomic and functional classification 
of fungi that are indicative of specific islands and hosts. I hypothesized that: 1) island would be 
a stronger determinate than host of foliar fungal endophyte community structure at the regional 
scale (across the archipelago) due to the limited distribution of endophytes, 2) Dispersal 
limitation would affect community structure of foliar fungal endophytes across the Hawaiian 
Archipelago, and 3) both islands and hosts would have indicator OTUs associated with them, 
meaning fungal species with restricted distributions within an island or host.  
In this study, plant hosts and islands had highly specialized communities associated 
with them. Additionally, both plant host and island were significant indicators of endophyte 
community composition across the Hawaiian Archipelago, but islands explained more 
variation. Despite the fact the endophytes were structured by both plant host and island, 
distance did not correlate with community dissimilarity across the archipelago. I also observed 
indicator OTUs for three of the five islands and one host. Therefore, spatially explicit 
approaches might help to better understand the factors that influence foliar fungal endophyte 
distributions. Despite the challenges of working with foliar fungal endophytes because of their 
diverse taxonomic makeup and their cryptic lifestyle, foliar endophytes offer great potential for 
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advancing our understanding of the factors that spatially structure communities and the 
ecological functioning of aboveground ecological communities. 
 
5.3 Landscape Scale  
In this study, I used the unique characteristics of the Hawaiian flora and the dramatic 
environmental gradients of Mauna Loa to isolate environment from both plant community and 
distance effects in order to test how environment impacts endophyte richness, community 
diversity, community similarity, host preference, and geographic distance. Because 
environmental conditions along Mauna Loa become more stressful with increasing elevation 
(e.g. decreased precipitation and increased solar radiation), I expected fewer fungal species to 
be able to persist under these extreme conditions. Based on the results of previous microbial 
studies, I hypothesize that elevational gradients will affect fungal foliar endophytes community 
composition and richness, and that host will play an important role within and among sites in 
shaping differences of fungal communities because different hosts provide different 
physiological environments for their symbiotic partners.  
Host was a significant indicator of endophyte community composition within sites, 
among sites, and across the entire gradient. Additionally, host specialization and alpha 
diversity had an inverse relationship with more diversity and less specialization at the ends of 
the gradient and lower diversity and more specialization towards the middle elevations. 
However, elevation was not a good predictor of community richness, alpha diversity, or 
community composition. These findings suggest that host may be important in determining 
which fungi a host will associate with. It is possible that optimum environments are important 
for specialization where at the ends of a hosts niche they are less selective as to which 
symbionts to associate with and more selective at the sweet spot of their niche. 
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5.4 Individual Scale 
In this study, I used the unique characteristics of the native Hawaiian flora and the 
dramatic elevation gradient of Mauna Loa to test Rapoport’s Rule of elevational range 
distributions, spatial autocorrelation, and abundance-occupancy trends of individual foliar 
fungal endophytes along an elevation gradient. Based on Rapoport’s Rule, I hypothesized that 
samples at higher elevations would contain species whose distributions, on average, span 
greater elevational ranges. Additionally, I hypothesized that fungal endophytes would be 
spatially autocorrelated. Finally, I examined fungi that demonstrate greater or less occupancy 
than local abundance would predict to glean insight into taxonomic and functional correlates 
with distribution patterns. 
Most foliar fungal endophyte studies take a plant-centric approach. In this fungal-
centric approach, I investigated the distribution of endophytic fungi along an elevation gradient. 
My results support the hypothesis that microbial distributions along elevation gradients differ 
from those of plants and animals. It is likely that the distribution of foliar fungal endophytes is 
governed differently than their host plants. Despite the fact that, on average, endophytes were 
not spatially autocorrelated, there were a few fungal endophytes that fit spatial autocorrelation 
patters of macroorganisms. This could explain why foliar fungal endophytes as a group are 
functionally diverse; therefore, it is essential to study endophytes and their distributions 
individually, not just as communities.   
 
5.5 Synthesis 
Results from both Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 expand the knowledge of the foliar fungal 
endophyte system by providing evidence that these fungal communities are structured 
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differently depending on scale. At the landscape scale (within-island; Chapter 3), foliar fungal 
endophyte community composition is influence by plant host to a greater extent than 
environment. In Chapter 2 the scale was broadened from landscape to the archipelago regional 
scale (among islands), and I observed that location was a more important determinate of foliar 
endophyte community composition. Thus, the factors affecting community composition of 
foliar fungal endophytes work at disparate scales. It is likely that dispersal limitation has a 
greater influence at regional scales as opposed to landscape scales. From an ecological 
perspective, dispersal method for fungal endophytes will have a significant effect on local, 
regional, and landscape scale diversity patterns. It is likely that these fungi disperse via multiple 
mechanisms; additionally, the extent to which these mechanisms vary across environmental 
conditions and ecological space remains to be explored.  
Foliar fungal endophytes, on average, do not exhibit elevational autocorrelation, 
meaning their distributions along the gradient are not clustered. Despite this, I did observe 
outlier OTUs with distributions that were either more dispersed or more clustered than 
expected from the null model. Interestingly, OTUs that were more dispersed than expected and 
widespread and rare were more likely to be classified as plant pathogens. Also, OTUs that 
were more clustered or locally abundance were more likely to be unclassified. Endophytes 
seem to straddle the continuum of plant-antagonist and plant-mutualist (Saikkonen et al., 
1998). It is possible that OTUs that lean more towards the antagonistic side of the continuum 
are more likely to have wider distributions than those that are more mutualistic. Or perhaps, 
this is a simple case of an ascertainment bias. Foliar endophytes are defined as symptomless, 
and the only way they are detected is through molecular analysis or culturing, which happens 
less frequently than fungal plant pathogens. Therefore, foliar endophytes are less likely to be 
included in these databases. The study of plant pathology is economically important, and as a 
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result, are much more easily identified. Therefore, plant pathogens are more likely to be in 
reference databases than those characterized as foliar endophytes. 
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